Model 3
a) Nanta hosh chim abinili ʔhikja? a) What is standing on your chair?
b) Yummuł hupim ofosik. b) That is our puppy.
c) Kātini ḥo ʔlla nakni yut chim ofi habli? c) Why is the boy kicking your dog?
d) ʔum ofi yut ʔlla nakni ma ʔkopoli tuk. d) My dog bit that boy.

Model 4
a) Kūta hosh pim aiṭenaha ia ʔi? a) Who will go to our church?
b) Ohoyo moma kūt taloa ʔi. b) All of the women will sing.
c) Hučhim ikuhnanchi yut taloa ʔi. c) Your teacher will sing.
d) Hupim alikchi yut haklo bunnna. d) Our doctor wants to listen to her.